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BRIEF

Words matter; they define ethos and refine 
image. By cultivating thoughtful, energetic 
copy I enable clients around the world to tell 
their stories in distinct, resonating ways. Every 
project begins with thorough research that feeds 
into a cohesive identity of prose and visuals. 
Everything must connect, enthrall — elevate 
experience. 



SELECT PORTFOLIO

Collected here are samples from my latest 
projects. They comprise copywriting, design, 
and art direction for clients in the education, 
beauty, luxury lifestyle, and tech industries.

— THE NEW SCHOOL

— ANNE-MARIE CHAGNON

— NAIRIAN SKINCARE

— TOGAS HOUSE OF TEXTILES

— LEVIATHAN

—360Stories



Composed of five schools and colleges, including the world-renowned Parsons School of Design, The New School 
has been at the heart of New York City for a century — acting as a touchstone for culture, intellectualism, art, 
and fashion. In early 2017, I joined the university’s in-house creative team, where I contribute to multi-platform 
ad campaigns; develop digital and print marketing materials; and write for and produce Regarding Design, 
Parson’s annual design magazine.

THE NEW SCHOOL

ANIMATED ADS



digital & PRINT stories





regarding design magazine





web strategy & Copy



Based in Montréal, Anne-Marie Chagnon is a luxury jewelry brand that emphasizes traditional craft and modern 
femininity. I began working with the company in early 2019, developing a unique voice for new collections 
inspired by Anne-Marie’s affinity for organic materials and creative form.

Anne-marie Chagnon

Sonja
Pewter, glass, wood, leather, ceramic

The open solid planes of Sonja’s ceramic, pewter, and 
patterned resin elements allow the texture of each 
piece to shine. Tethered by a bouquet of black leather 
bands, this necklace captivates with its shadowy forest 
landscapes infused with contemplative cobalt blues.

N°25 — A SIGNATURE COLLECTION 
FROM ANNE-MARIE CHAGNON

From the geometry of light on water 
to the muted tones of Joshua Tree, 
Anne-Marie Chagnon’s twenty-fifth 
anniversary collection, N°25, draws 
its inspiration from the natural world’s 
meditative aesthetics. Through years 
of artistic transformation, Anne- 
Marie has reaffirmed her commitment 
to creating unique, hand-made 
pieces that embrace organic form in 
tandem with daring composition. This 
collection marks the beginning of a 
new chapter in creativity, individuality, 
and explorative femininity. 



Xenor
Pewter, plated 22k matte gold, ceramic 

A cuff fit for any warrior queen, Xenor 
captivates with its glimmering otherworldly 
architecture. Smooth ecru ceramic moons 
and tilted rhombi balance between 
compressed pewter and gold-plated shards. 
The effect is immediate and powerful. 

collection copy



Perline
Sage

A sleek pewter band with half-
moon cutouts forms the structure 
of Perline, a deco ring that features 
a hand-painted watercolor image in 
soft pastel tones, cloud whites, and 
nourishing jade greens.

Blondie
Gold

Like embodied confidence, Blondie 
leaves a lasting impression. Its pewter 
band curves into a graceful helix, 
surrendering a gold-plated nugget as 
an organic and refined focal point.



Like golden honey caught in water, 
Marlene’s matte gold-plated 
ornaments swirl and glisten in 
the light—accented by a single, 
meditative baroque pearl.

Framed by two polished pewter 
shards, Samoa’s a black and white 
graphic petrified in resin resembles 
fine ink strokes on a bare canvas, 
captivating the imagination. 



Nairian is an ethical skincare brand that prepares its comprehensive collections seed-to-bottle on a sustainable 
farm in Armenia’s windswept highlands. Since its launch, Nairian has expanded beyond the Caucasus to regions 
including the Baltic Rim, Europe, Russia, and the United States. I was a founding member of Nairian, and today 
am engaged in developing the brand in North America. In the last year, my work has included everything from 
writing copy and illustrating packaging to directing photoshoots and managing brand voice and identity in new 
markets. 

nairian skincare

FIRMING CREAM
Hydrating & Soothing

In this gentle cream, we’ve pulled together nature’s 
best elements to illuminate your skin with a radiant and 
youthful glow. This recipe is infused with moisturizing, 
antioxidant Pomegranate Oil and firming Linseed 
Extract that fortify the skin, restoring a feeling of elasticity 
and minimizing wrinkles. There’s also a dash of Rose and 
refreshing Yuzu in the mix to tone and tighten, ensuring 
the skin stays smooth and firm.

PRODUCT Packaging & copy



Photography & Art Direction



nairian us web: art direction & branding





Retail & Investor Decks 





 

 

Togas is one of the oldest luxury textile houses in Greece. Today, the company specializes in fine bedding, home, 
and lifestyle products that are sold around the globe. I collaborated with the Togas creative team just as they were 
preparing to open their first stores in the United States. Working closely with the design and marketing teams, 
I strived to develop a brand voice that conveyed Togas’ grounded identity, while also inviting customers into a 
world of luxurious leisure.

Togas House of Textiles

Collection copy 



PHILOSOPHY

For nearly a century, Togas has earned the 
confidence of its customers by creating products that 
excel in quality, beauty, and style. As a company, 
we cherish our rich tradition and heritage, yet 
always seek to innovate and offer the very best in 
modern home textiles and decor.

Family values anchor our philosophy. Utilizing 
invaluable knowledge passed down from one 
generation to the next, our team continues to grow 
the iconic Togas brand, bringing our products to the 
international stage and celebrating the best in 
luxury textile design. With every stitch and detail, 
we manifest our passion for a beautiful and curated 
aesthetic.

At Togas, we work hard to execute a signature 
elegance in each of our diverse collections, enabling 
customers to seamlessly mix and match according to 
their personal taste. By incorporating a cohesive 
color palette with a wide range of refined styles, we 
invite our customers to imagine a world of 
possibilitiesÊfor every corner of the home.

WEB copy & Brand Messaging 
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While Leviathan’s platform is largely still under development, we have already 
published several features that exemplify our decentralized approach and can be 
used as alternatives to popular centralized tools. 

Cut It Short supports end-to-end encrypted messaging based on a P2P 
distributed network. In simplest terms, Cut It Short is a basic messenger app 
with no central server, enabling users to communicate via secure text and audio 
messages.

Metax is a P2P distributed system that provides services for storing and 
transferring online data and encrypting personal user data. Unlike conventional 
cloud software platforms, Metax enables developers to construct their own cloud 
infrastructure using exclusively open source code published under a free license. 
All content that is published, stored, or distributed through Metax is accessible 
only to peers with appropriate privileges. 

FileTransfer—as its name suggests—is Leviathan’s easy-to-use content sharing 

them with others via a generated ggg URL.

You can try these decentralized tools at ggg.leviathan.am

having three distinct tiers. 

Tier 1) A physical layer of wires that stretch 
through cities and under oceans, connecting 
the world; a computer accesses this grid 
directly or via a wireless network

Tier 2) A protocol layer; instructional 
computer language that dictates how 
computers plugged into the Internet 
communicate

Tier 3) A layer where information is saved 
and organized; this tier is comprised of 
servers, browsers, navigators and other 
applications

Leviathan is reimagining the Internet’s 
second and third tiers. According to our 
model, data is distributed and stored across 
thousands of personal computers, forming a 
decentralized cloud. Users enjoy direct 
peer-to-peer communication that cuts out 
corporate meddling.

By changing the way information is managed and 
stored online, we can empower users to take ownership 
of their data and form more genuine digital 
connections. Our current platform comprises 

as a decentralized data storage tool called Metax.

What characterizes Leviathan’s unique model?

P2P platform formed by personal 
computers, instead of corporate cloud 
platforms 

Non-anonymous P2P network with user 

trust-chains (versus TOR or Bitcoin model)

Content publishing based on Semantic Web 
of Linked Data (Giant Global Graph)

Distributed search run by P2P nodes, 
placing everyone in an equal position to 
share information (net-neutrality)

Direct communication platform for content 
providers and consumers

donation-based

Small and medium enterprise friendly; 
sustainability focused

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Our Vision

Join the Movement
Leviathan is a collaborative project based in 
Armenia. If you are an engineer, thinker, or ethical 
investor interested in building the next generation 
web, we want to hear your ideas and work with 
you—community is essential to our success. 

Get in touch or sign up to join our beta that will 
launch early next year at ggg.leviathan.am

seminal book that posited one of the most important 
examples of social contract theory. Because the 
modern Internet calls for a new kind of social 
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Leviathan is building the next generation 
peer-to-peer web
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ggg.leviathan.am

Decentralize the Internet

Building a Democratic Web for 
the Twenty-First Century 

“Once a technology is admitted, it plays out its hand; it 
does what it is designed to do. Our task is to understand 
what that design is—that is to say, when we admit a new 
technology to the culture, we must do so with our eyes 
wide open.”

 —Neil Postman, media theorist and cultural critic 
developed according to an egalitarian and 
democratic vision. Creators and users of the 
World Wide Web imagined a network that 
would erase borders, make knowledge 
universally accessible,  and spur a new age of 
invention.

Today, we see how that vision has been 

century, information is manipulated and data 
harvested and used against user interests. While 
some distances have been collapsed, others have 
grown in the form of dangerous political echo 
chambers. 

Internet initiative—was established to pursue 
new connective principles that work for people 
instead of corporations.

Founded by Armenia’s leading technologists 
and supported by Instigate Design, Leviathan is 
developing a peer-to-peer decentralized 
network that promotes community, small 
business, and a more horizontally integrated 
society.
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Enno Wein

Co-Founder
enno@leviathan.am
ggg.leviathan.am

Leviathan 
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Georgios Kollidas

published his seminal book that posited one of the 
most important examples of social contract theory. We 
believe that the Internet of today calls for a new kind 
of social contract—which is why we have borrowed 
Hobbes’ title for our project:

Leviathan.

1

Decentralized internet startup Leviathan engaged me to write and design branded materials for their launch at 
the World Conference for Information Technology in October, 2019. The goal was to create a branded suite that 
could present Leviathan’s complicated, radical technology in an accessible way. Because Leviathan is challenging 
the premise of the current web, I designed a visual identity that is atypical for tech startups, drawing on a more 
lyrical, old-fashioned aesthetic.

Leviathan

branded content suite



wireframe Design
& Messaging

360Stories has pioneered 360 degree photography and video for nearly a decade. I’ve collaborated with the 
company over the years and recently worked with them to develop strategy, design, and copy for a landing page 
meant to convert their newest customer segment: small-to-medium tours and attractions businesses. The process 
began with research and ideation. As I helped 360 streamline its offerings, I was able to create an information 
flow and design that unpacked their technologically-advanced product for a technologically-limited industry.

360Stories

Captivate travelers and boost conversion rates with immersive 360 content 
integrated on your website and popular booking platforms.

From enhanced digital promotion to full 360 immersion marketing, we have the perfect plan for you.

360 videos convert 80% more travelers than generic 
stock photos. Make your travel offerings stand out with 
content that is proven to double online conversions.

Introducing 360-Enhanced Booking 
for Tours and Destinations

2X Double
Conversions 

360Stories is your portal to major industry platforms like 
TripAdvisor, Lonely Planet, and Booking.com. We publish your 
360-enhanced content and deliver it to strategic audiences. 

It’s easy to create 360 content—all you need is 
the right equipment and a remarkable 
experience to capture. Once you have raw 
images and video, our editing team will bring 
your content to life.

360Stories offers a spectrum of 360-filming 
tutorials as well as editing and post-production 
services. If you ever get stuck, our team of 
professional photographers is here to help.

It can be difficult for independent tour operators 
and destinations to stand out on large booking 
platforms with thousands of offerings. 

Instantly engage and convert travelers with 360 
content that brings their destinations to life 
before they’ve even arrived. 

If you’re an independent tour operater, 
museum, attraction, or experience-
oriented travel provider, 360Stories is 
for you. 

See what some of our customers have 
to say about their 360 experiences. 

Reach New
Audiences

How It Works

Find Your Plan

Still Have Questions About 360?

Power Your Pitch 
With Experience-
Oriented 360

Is 360Stories 
Right For Me?

How Do I Create 
360 Content?

AboutPartnersBlog Join Now
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Click through to Live Example

Click to pop-up of sponsored cameras

Reach new audiences and double 
conversions as travelers find and 

engage with your 360 content on major 
booking platforms. 

Increase instant booking with 
location-based AR recommendations 

for travelers using Snapchat.

360Stories hosts your 360 content and 
distributes it to major travel and 

booking platforms like TripAdvisor and 
Lonely Planet.

You can also feature your 360 content  
on your website or share it across 

social media channels. 

Create* 360 photos and video that 
showcase your amazing travel 

offerings.

Share your content with 360Stories for 
editing and post-production.

*Need help creating 360 content? Learn more 
about our content creation services.

360 Content Distribution Live Conversion

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

President, MoMA Berlin

John Doe

“360Stories was very helpful during the 
content creation process, which MoMA 
had never done before. We noticed an 
increase in foot traffic once we tried 

AR promotion through Snapchat.”

Tour Guide, Barcelona
Jane Doe

“Most of my customers book 
impuslively and on the go. So having 
really engaging content that I could 

share on social media was a 
gamechanger for my small business.”

$49/mo

Transform your digital promotion 
strategy with 360 immersive content and 

access to major booking platforms.

Learn More

$199/mo

Build comprehensive 360 immersion into 
your digital marketing. Enjoy unlimited 

access to major booking platforms.

$0/mo

Get 360 immersive content to promote 
on 360Stories.com, your website, 

and social media channels.

Hosting and distribution for 2 
360-enhanced videos

Hosting and distribution for 6 
360-enhanced photos

Hosting and distribution for 25
360-enhanced photos

Hosting and distribution for 10
360-enhanced videos

Lead Generation (Lonely Planet and 
Snapchat)

Data Collection and Analytics

Hosting and distribution for 
unlimited 360-enhanced videos

Hosting and distribution for 
unlimited 360-enhanced photos

Data Collection and Analytics

AR storytelling features

Embed 360 content on your 
website and share on social 
media platforms

Starter Plan 360 Promoter 360 Immersion

Embed 360 content on your 
website and share on social 
media platforms

Lead Generation (Lonely Planet 
and Snapchat)

Embed 360 content on your 
website and share on social 
media platforms

Get In Touch

Find A 360-Enabled Camera

Learn MoreLearn More

Captivate travelers and boost conversion rates with immersive 360 content 
integrated on your website and popular booking platforms.

From enhanced digital promotion to full 360 immersion marketing, we have the perfect plan for you.

360 videos convert 80% more travelers than generic 
stock photos. Make your travel offerings stand out with 
content that is proven to double online conversions.

Introducing 360-Enhanced Booking 
for Tours and Destinations

2X Double
Conversions 

360Stories is your portal to major industry platforms like 
TripAdvisor, Lonely Planet, and Booking.com. We publish your 
360-enhanced content and deliver it to strategic audiences. 

It’s easy to create 360 content—all you need is 
the right equipment and a remarkable 
experience to capture. Once you have raw 
images and video, our editing team will bring 
your content to life.

360Stories offers a spectrum of 360-filming 
tutorials as well as editing and post-production 
services. If you ever get stuck, our team of 
professional photographers is here to help.

It can be difficult for independent tour operators 
and destinations to stand out on large booking 
platforms with thousands of offerings. 

Instantly engage and convert travelers with 360 
content that brings their destinations to life 
before they’ve even arrived. 

If you’re an independent tour operater, 
museum, attraction, or experience-
oriented travel provider, 360Stories is 
for you. 

See what some of our customers have 
to say about their 360 experiences. 

Reach New
Audiences

How It Works

Find Your Plan

Still Have Questions About 360?

Power Your Pitch 
With Experience-
Oriented 360

Is 360Stories 
Right For Me?

How Do I Create 
360 Content?

AboutPartnersBlog Join Now
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Click through to Live Example

Click to pop-up of sponsored cameras

Reach new audiences and double 
conversions as travelers find and 

engage with your 360 content on major 
booking platforms. 

Increase instant booking with 
location-based AR recommendations 

for travelers using Snapchat.

360Stories hosts your 360 content and 
distributes it to major travel and 

booking platforms like TripAdvisor and 
Lonely Planet.

You can also feature your 360 content  
on your website or share it across 

social media channels. 

Create* 360 photos and video that 
showcase your amazing travel 

offerings.

Share your content with 360Stories for 
editing and post-production.

*Need help creating 360 content? Learn more 
about our content creation services.

360 Content Distribution Live Conversion

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

President, MoMA Berlin

John Doe

“360Stories was very helpful during the 
content creation process, which MoMA 
had never done before. We noticed an 
increase in foot traffic once we tried 

AR promotion through Snapchat.”

Tour Guide, Barcelona
Jane Doe

“Most of my customers book 
impuslively and on the go. So having 
really engaging content that I could 

share on social media was a 
gamechanger for my small business.”

$49/mo

Transform your digital promotion 
strategy with 360 immersive content and 

access to major booking platforms.

Learn More

$199/mo

Build comprehensive 360 immersion into 
your digital marketing. Enjoy unlimited 

access to major booking platforms.

$0/mo

Get 360 immersive content to promote 
on 360Stories.com, your website, 

and social media channels.

Hosting and distribution for 2 
360-enhanced videos

Hosting and distribution for 6 
360-enhanced photos

Hosting and distribution for 25
360-enhanced photos
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Lead Generation (Lonely Planet and 
Snapchat)
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Hosting and distribution for 
unlimited 360-enhanced videos
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AR storytelling features
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website and share on social 
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Lead Generation (Lonely Planet 
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North AmericaNorth America
The New School
Big Drop Creative Agency
360Stories
Anne Marie-Chagnon
Revl
Cellcom
UploadVR
Knoxlabs VR

InternationalInternational
UNDP
Togas
Midea
Proekspert AI
Ruvento Ventures
Moley Robotics 
Nairian
Ginosi Apartels
iNexxus Digital Agency
AB Advertising
Leviathan
OneArmenia
Shoka
Cinemood
Hapto 
Rodin VR
VirtusVR
VicoVR
Glance Clock
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